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Rotational Effects on Vibrational Excitation of H 2 on Cu(100)
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Previous experiments have shown that vibrational excitation of H2 on Cu(111) is accompanied by
rotational cooling but were unable to resolve the underlying mechanism. Six-dimensional quantum
dynamical calculations on scattering ofsy  0, jd H2 from Cu(100) strongly suggest that the
observed cooling is due to rotational deexcitation occurring simultaneously with vibrational excitation.
An alternative mechanism, in which vibrational excitation decreases with increasing initial angular
momentumj but j itself is conserved, is ruled out with certainty. [S0031-9007(99)08471-9]

PACS numbers: 34.50.Dy, 34.50.Pi, 34.50.Ez, 82.20.Kh
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The dissociation of H2 on copper is the classic example
of activated dissociation of a molecule on a surface. Ne
ideas on surface scattering are often tested on this syst
earning it the accolade of “springboard for the developme
of ideas concerning surface reaction dynamics” [1]. N
merous experiments [2–8] and calculations [9–15] ha
been performed on H2 1 Cu. The most advanced mo-
lecular beam experiments have investigated vibrationa
inelastic scattering [3–5], and rotationally elastic [6] an
inelastic [7] scattering within they  1 vibrational state
(y is the vibrational quantum number). Complementa
information on the scattering and dissociation mechanis
can now be obtained from quantum dynamics calculatio
modeling the motion in all molecular degrees of freedo
[13–15], using accurate potential energy surfaces (PES
taken from density functional theory (DFT) [16,17].

In surface scattering, the molecular vibration can ha
a large effect on reaction, and vibrational excitation an
reaction can be closely linked. This is especially true f
H2 1 Cu. Experiments have shown that vibrationally ex
citing the incident molecule promotes dissociation [1,2
Calculations showed that the effect is due to the reacti
barrier being “late” (occurring at a large H-H distancer
[18]). Experiments also found vibrational excitationsy 
0 ! 1d of H2 sD2d on Cu(111) to be unusually efficient
the estimated probabilities ranging from 20%–40% fo
collision energiessEid approaching 1 eV [3–5]. Vibra-
tional excitation and reaction ofy  0 H2 “turn on” at
similar energies, suggesting that experiments on vib
tional excitation probe the barrier region of the PES [4
Calculations showed that efficient vibrational excitatio
occurs if the system exhibitsboth a late barrierand a re-
action path with a large curvature in front of the barrie
[9]. Because these features are present in the region
the PES where H2 interacts with the top site, vibrationa
excitation occurs mostly at top sites [12].

An important experimental result is that vibrationa
excitation fromy  0 to 1 is accompanied by rotationa
cooling (the molecules excited toy  1 have a relatively
0031-9007y99y82(7)y1410(4)$15.00
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higher population in lowerj levels than the inciden
y  0 molecules) [4,5]. The mechanism behind t
cooling could not be established. Two mechanisms w
proposed [5]. In the first mechanism [Fig. 1(b)],j is
approximately conserved but the maximum vibration
excitation probabilityA decreases withj (by a factor
of 3 going from j  0 to 7 [4]). This assumption was
used to extract absolute probabilities from the data [3–
The mechanism can be explained by an orientatio
effect that causes vibrational excitation to be efficient o
for “helicoptering” molecules withjmjj ø j [5] (mj is
the magnetic rotational quantum number; the fraction
molecules which havejmj j  j decreases withj). In the
second mechanism, rotational deexcitation accompa
vibrational excitation, so that generallyj 0 , j [Fig. 1(c),
j 0 is the finalj ]. No distinction could be made betwee
the mechanisms: It was possible to determine
“gain” [5] into different sy  1, j d states, but not to

FIG. 1. Illustration of different interpretations of experimen
on vibrational excitation. Percentages denote fractionaj
populations within one vibrational level.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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determinefrom which j levels in y  0 the excitation
proceeded [many initialj levels were populated becaus
the rotational temperaturesø2000 Kd of the incident H2
was high [5]—see also Fig. 1(a)].

The observed rotational cooling contains informatio
on specific features of the PES in the important regio
where vibrational excitation and dissociation compet
but the extraction of this information requires an unde
standing of the cooling mechanism. The assumption th
mainly molecules withjmjj  j will exhibit vibrational
excitation is plausible: because these molecules are mo
parallel to the surface, they can get closer to the barri
in the PES where reaction, but also vibrational excitatio
occurs. Calculations [10,11,15] and experiments [8] ha
shown that helicoptering H2 sjmjj  jd dissociates better
than “cartwheeling” H2 smj  0d, and the same could be
true for vibrational excitation. On the other hand, the a
sumption of rotational elasticity on which this mechanis
is based is not so plausible in view of the orientational d
pendence of the PES in the vicinity of the barrier. Also
rotational excitation has been seen in vibrationally elas
scattering of H2 incident insy  1, j  0, 1d on Cu(111)
[7]. Individual transitions in which rotationalexcitation
accompanied vibrationaldeexcitationwere seen in experi-
ments on H2 1 Pds111d [19], but in this system an impor-
tant role is played by the surface degrees of freedom [1
In contrast, the measured vibrational excitation on Cu
independent of surface temperature [3–5].

Theory can decide which mechanism causes the co
ing, by computing the state-to-state vibrational excitatio
probabilitiesPsy  0, j ! y  1, j 0d that could not be
determined so far by experiments, and by computing t
fully initial-state resolved probabilitiesPsy  0, j, mj !
y  1, j 0d. We present results of six-dimensional (6D
quantum dynamical calculations on H2 scattering from
Cu(100), for the initialsy  0, j  4d state whose ro-
tational energysø0.14 eVd is closest to the average ro
tational energy in the beamsø0.16 eVd. Our results
strongly suggest that the rotational cooling observed
vibrational excitation of H2 on Cu(111) is due to a rota-
tionally inelastic mechanism in which the molecule’s an
gular momentum is decreased on average upon vibratio
excitation, and rule out that the cooling is due to an orie
tational effect.

The time-dependent wave packet method [20] was us
to compute state-to-state vibrational excitation probabi
ties Psy  0, j, mj ! y  1, j 0, m0

jd, for scattering at
normal incidence. Depending on the level of detail d
sired, these probabilities are summed overm0

j (or over
j0 and m0

j) and/or degeneracy averaged overmj . The
motion in all six molecular degrees of freedom is de
scribed. The main difference with previous 6D applica
tions [13,14] is that the symmetry-adapted treatment us
for initial mj  0 [21] was extended [22,23] to the cas
mj fi 0. Details of the dynamics calculations will be pro
vided elsewhere [23]. The dynamics calculations empl
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a slightly modified version [22] of a 6D PES [17] de
rived from DFT, using the generalized gradient appro
mation (GGA), and a slab representation of the me
surface [24]. Details concerning the construction of t
PES, such as the GGA used, are in Ref. [17].

Probabilities for rotationally (in)elastic vibrationa
excitation Psy  0, j  4 ! y  1, j 0d are shown in
Fig. 2(a). In vibrational excitation from thej  4 state,
j is clearly not conserved,Psy  0, j  4 ! y  1,
j  2d being larger than or comparable toPsy  0,
j  4 ! y  1, j  4d. Transitions in which j is
diminished (toj0 , 4) contribute substantially to the tota
vibrational excitation probability, especially for lowe
energies. This suggests that, forj  4, vibrational exci-
tation is accompanied by rotational energy loss, which
one of the explanations that was offered for the observ
rotational cooling [5].

The average rotational energy of the molecules t
were vibrationally excited in the collision is indeed les
than the initial rotational energy for all but the highe
Ei investigated [Fig. 3(a)]. Figure 2(a) shows clearly th
vibrational excitation is accompanied by strong rotation
inelasticity. Nevertheless, by themselves the results
Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) are not enough to establish that

FIG. 2. The probabilities (a)Psy  0, j  4 ! y  1, j 0 d
and (b)Psy  0, j  4, mj  4 ! y  1, j 0 d.
1411
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FIG. 3. (a) The average rotational energy of molecul
reflected iny  1 is compared to the initial rotational energy
(b) Probabilities Psy  0, j  0 ! y  1d and Psy  0,
j  4 ! y  1d are shown as a function ofEi and of the total
energy (inset).

experimentally observed rotational cooling results fro
the rotationally inelastic mechanism. For this, we mu
first rule out the alternative mechanism in which th
vibrational excitation probability decreases with the initia
value ofj.

Figure 3(b) shows that the total vibrational excitatio
probability Psy  0, j ! y  1d is actually larger for
high j s j  4d than for lowj s j  0d for the Ei investi-
gated, thereby ruling out the alternative mechanism. F
ure 4(a) shows that the idea behind this mechanism w
wrong, by presenting total probabilities for vibrational ex
citation Psy  0, j  4, mj ! y  1d which are initial-
state selected with respect tomj . The Psy  0, j  4,
mj ! y  1d are smaller for large jmjj (3 and 4) than
for small jmjj (0–2).

The finding thatPsy  0, j ! y  1d is larger for
j  4 than for j  0 at the Ei investigated [Fig. 3(b)]
suggests that, at least forEi # 0.9 eV, vibrational exci-
tation can also be promoted by putting rotational ener
into the incident molecule. When thePsy  0, j  4 !
y  1d are plotted as a function of thetotal energy, the
1412
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FIG. 4. The probabilitiesPsy  0, j  4, mj ! y  1d are
shown.

curves forj  0 andj  4 coincide [inset of Fig. 3(b)].
This suggests that rotational energy can be extremely e
cient in promoting vibrational excitation: from our limited
set of results (only forj  0 and 4), the efficacy of rota-
tional energy in promoting vibrational excitation is 1.

We now consider which features of the PES relate
the rotational effects on vibrational excitation. We ha
shown elsewhere that vibrational excitation predominan
occurs in collisions with the top site [12]. At this
site, tilting the molecule towards an end-on orientati
causes one of the H atoms to point directly towards
surface Cu atom, so that the potential should be especi
anisotropic, explaining the observed rotational inelastici

Surprisingly, the total vibrational excitation proba
bility is lower for large jmj j (Fig. 4). This trend is
diametrically opposed to the idea that vibrational ex
tation will only be efficient forjmjj  j. A compari-
son of the fully initial-state resolvedPsy  0, j  4,
mj  4 ! y  1, j 0d [Fig. 2(b)] with the corresponding
degeneracy averaged probabilitiesPsy  0, j  4 !
y  1, j 0d [Fig. 2(a)] shows that, especially for lowEi ,
the lower Psy  0, j  4, mj ! y  1d for mj  4
is due to smaller contributions of transitions to lowerj
(j0  2 and 0). Transitions to states withj , mj will be
less likely if mj is approximately conserved in vibrationa
excitation, and computedPsy  0, j  4, mj  4 !

y  1, j  4, m0
jd presented elsewhere [23] confirm

this interpretation. The approximatemj conservation in
vibrational excitation should result from the potential d
pending only weakly on the anglef (which is conjugate
to mj) at the (top) site where vibrational excitation occur
It is this feature of the PES which effectively rules out t
rotationally elastic mechanism,by preventing vibrational
excitation from occurring mostly for largemj. Our
calculations may somewhat exaggerate the effect beca
the PES is taken to be independent off above the top
site [17], but this approximation can be justified on th
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ground that dissociation above this site is exothermic f
the two limiting values off (the atoms going to either
hollow or bridge sites).

With appropriate caution, our computedinitial-state
selected vibrational excitation probabilities for H2 1

Cus100d can be compared with the experimental da
for H2 1 Cus111d. Experimentally, the extractedfinal-
state selected excitation probabilities reach a maximu
value at high Ei [for Psy  0 ! y  1, j  3d this
value is 28%] [5]. The largest value we compute fo
Psy  0, j  4 ! y  1d [17%, Fig. 3(b)] is lower, but
the theory is for a different surface, and the experimen
probabilities are too large if vibrational excitation is
accompanied by rotational deexcitation [5] as we sugge

This Letter has presented state-to-state probabilities
vibrational excitationPsy  0, j ! y  1, j0d. Molecu-
lar beam experiments similar to those already perform
could, in principle, verify our prediction of strong ro-
tational inelasticity accompanying vibrational excitation
For this, it would be necessary to modify the initial ro
tational state distribution in the beam in a systema
way, preferentially by transferring the population of on
sy  0, jd level either completely or partly to anothe
sy  0, jd level prior to the collision. Complete transfe
can perhaps be accomplished by extensions of the stim
lated Raman adiabatic passage technique to situati
where the intermediate level is in the continuum; suc
extensions are presently being considered [25]. Trans
of a known and sizable fraction of the population can a
ready be achieved by stimulated Raman pumping [1
By comparing the gains into particularsy  1, j0d states
in such experiments with gains measured in experime
performed either without population transfer or with tran
fer among different levels, it should be possible to extra
the desired state-to-state information.

By performing 6D scattering calculations on H2 1

Cus100d, we have established the mechanism behind t
experimentally observed rotational cooling accompanyi
vibrational excitation of H2 colliding with Cu(111). One
of the proposed mechanisms, in which the vibration
excitation probability decreases with the initial angula
momentum due to an orientational effect, has been ru
out with certainty. Our calculations strongly support th
alternative mechanism, in which the cooling results fro
vibrational excitation being accompanied by rotation
deexcitation. To extract accurate vibrational excitatio
probabilities, the experiments performed so far should
augmented by quantum scattering calculations perform
for many initial states, or they should be extended to allo
the extraction of state-to-state information.
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